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Abstract
This paper presents a three sector models showing that the shock of preference of non-fish has only effect on
non-fish production, and fish production increase of labor can both influence fish and non-fish sector. But the
influence is higher in the non-fish sector. Labor shock can increase the investment and labor in the fish sector and
decrease investment and labor in the non-fish sector. This may be caused by high labor share and changes in work
in the fish sector.
Keywords: shocks, fish sector, non-fish sector
1. Introduction
Two definitive characteristics of China economy, as a whole, after performing the reform and opening-up policy in
1978, are the fast and stable growth in GDP and strong investment. As a part of total investment, fish investment
also has experienced fast increase, even with a sharper increase. But statistic data shows that total catch displays
the other direction before 1999, forcing an upward trend thereafter, a slight move downward follow end by a rapid
decrease. To understand these economic phenomena, it is crucial to answer two questions: (1) what is the key
factor(s), causing the violent fluctuation of fish catch? (2) While the whole economy is stable, what are effects of
the fish industry on the whole economy?
In this paper, we address these problems with a quantitative model. We develop and estimate using a Bayesian
likelihood approach, a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model of the China economy that models the price
and the production of the fish market. We do so with two goals in mind. Firstly, we need to understand changes in
preference in fish and non-fish production, and labor, respectively. Secondly, to estimate the spillovers from the
fish industry to the wider economy, the model should reproduce some key features of the data.
Our analysis combines two elements: (1) a multi-sector structure with fish and non-fish goods; (2) a rich set of
shocks, which are essential for the model specification
In most articles, only one sector is often discussed; the fish industry, to the best of my knowledge is often ignored.
However, there are many papers that consider the uncertain factors. Uncertainty can at least be classed into four
kind, process uncertainty, observation uncertainty, model uncertainty and environmental uncertainty. Clark (2010),
Anderson and Seijo (2010), and Conrad (2010) have dealt with uncertainty in detail in their studies. Since in our
paper we merge three sectors, some additional stochastic factors are therefore allowed; preference uncertainty,
labor uncertainty, etc.
Section 2 lays out the model. Section 3 calibrates parameter estimates, where we use the model to discuss related
issues to the role of fish industry in the wider economy. Section 4, concludes.
2. The Model
The model features sector heterogeneity. On the demand side, households maximize the utility. They can freely
allocated work hours between fish industry and non-fish industry (denoted as a common industry). They consume
fish and non-fish items with taken prices; they own capital of the economy and supply funds to either fish firm or
non-fish firms.
On the supply side, there are two sectors. To maximize the profit, fish firms hire workers, use fund and sell the
produce. The common firms have no difference except that they have no constrains from nature, because
production of fish firms is strongly influenced by fish’s natural growth process.
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2.1 Households
There is a continuum of measure 1 of agents. It is a representative household that maximizes the expected present
value of lifetime utility as given by:
1+η

Et∞= 0 β t ( zt log(ct − ε 0ct −1 ) + jt log( ft − ε 1 ft −1 ) + τ t /(1 + η )(nct1+ξ + n1ft+ξ ) 1+ξ )
s.t. pct ct + p ft f t + kct + k ft
= (1 − δ + r )(kct −1 + k ft −1 ) + wct nct + w ft n ft
ln zt = ρ z ln zt −1 + u zt , u zt ~ N (0, σ z )
ln jt = ρ j ln jt −1 + u jt , u jt ~ N (0, σ j )
ln τ t = ρτ ln τ t −1 + uτt , uτt ~ N (0, σ τ )

Variables c , f , nc and

n f represent non-fish consumption, fish consumption, hours working in non-fish firms

and hours working in fish firms. The discount factor is β . And symbol Et denotes the expectation operator based
on information of time t. Random variables z t

jt and τ t capture shocks to inter-temporal preference, to the

demand for fish and to the supply of labor respectively. These shocks follow stationary autoregressive processes of
order one:
The parameter ε measures the degree of habit formation in consumption. If

ε 0 and ε 1 equal zero, hours worked

across the two sectors are perfect substitutes, both sectors pay the same wage in equilibrium. Positive values of ε 0
and

ε 1 allow capturing some degree of sector specificity. The value of η measures the inverse elasticity of the

labor supply.
Households maximize their lifetime utility subject to the budget constraint. Agents select consumption plan ct
and

f t , capital in non-fish sector k ct , capital in fish sector k ft , working hours nct and n ft to maximize their

utility subject to the constraint above. We assume that No free capital market exists. Households cannot borrow
money from other parts.
2.2 Non-Fish Firms
Non-fish firms produce non-fish item and also employ labor and capital. Firms pay wages to households and repay
the returns to capital owners and the households.
The firm’s problem is to maximize the profit as follows:

Max { p ct y t − wct nct − rc k ct −1 }
s.t. y t = (a ct nct )1− n k ct −1
The production function

n

yt is Cobb-Douglas types. The price of non-fish items is pct . The value of act represents

the technology progress.
2.3 Fish Firms
Fish firms are deeply influenced by man-made factors, labor, capital, technology, and also by natural factors such
as climate, temperature, etc.
The firms’ problem is to maximize the profit as follows:
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Max { p ft ht − w ft n ft − r f k ft }
s.t. ht = (a ft n ft ) α k βft x 1t −α − β
xt +1 − xt = g t xt (1 − xt / k t ) − ht

Fish firms make use of the Cobb-Douglas production function, where the value of a ft represents the technology
progress and the value of

xt is stock. The fish nature growth function forms the logistic model where the fish

price is p ft .
3. Quantitative Analysis
3.1 Calibration
The model is calibrated by the year frequency data in order to match properties of the China’s fish sector and other
sectors. The discount factor is 0.9, so that the average annual rate of return is 20%. This is not uncommon in China,
based on the following two reasons. One reason is the fast growth speed of China. The other reason is that except
the government controll firms, the private firms seldom can obtain credits from the formal finance institution. So
the high return rate is established by the illegal finance trades. The share of labor income in common firm is set at
0.25, and the fish firm 0.35 which can be explained that Chinese products are so cheap and there is cheap labor.
The depreciation rate is also very high at 10% and can be justified by the infrastructure fixed fee. The lack of job
mobility results from the Hukou system which specifies that anyone who is not of local birth has no rights to work
in the special local firms, especially in the public firms. And workers who want to change jobs from one sector to
another find it difficult. According to a Chinese idiom, ‘A carrot occupies a pit until it dies’.
The model is computed using Bayes theorem. We first transform the data into suitable computation. Then we
chose the appropriate prior distributions for the parameters and estimate posterior distribution with Monte Carlo
methods.
Table 1. Prior and posterior distribution of the structural parameters
parameter

ε
ε1
η
ξ

0

Prior distribution

Posterior distribution

distr

mean

st.dev

mean

2.5 percent

median

97.5 percent

Gamma
Gamma
Gamma
Normal

0.5
0.5
0.8
1

0.075
0.075
0.1
0.1

0.6535
0.524
0.8739
0.5259

0.6096
0.494
0.7137
0.3141

0.6548
0.5236
0.816
0.5226

0.6986
0.6494
0.9177
0.7325

Table 2. Prior and posterior distribution of the shock process
parameter

ρz
ρj
ρτ
σz
σj
στ

Prior distribution

Posterior distribution

distr

mean

st.dev

mean

2.5percent

median

97.5percent

Normal
Normal
Normal
Gamma
Gamma
Gamma

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.002
0.002
0.002

1.059
1.759
0.972
0.64
0.847
0.0007

0.8694
1.6011
0.941
0.569
0.765
-0.0167

1.0623
1.762
0.9726
0.641
0.847
0.0072

1.2640
1.912
1.0054
0.7171
0.931
0.0298
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Figure 1. Im
mpulses from common consumption prefeerence

Figure 22. Impulses from fish consum
mption preferennce
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3.2 Impulse Response
The exogenous shocks analyzed in the simulation experiment are shock of common item preference, shock of fish
item preference and shock of supply of labor. Followed by a standard deviation of common item preference as
shown in Figure 1, the only change is the common item production which shows the period changes and the
vibration range which becomes smaller. As household’s utility function has a positive relationship with
consumption. So a rational consumer should reduce the current consumption sharply to increase the next
consumption extremely. Although shock does not have influence on the investment and labor supply, investment is
influenced by the return rate and labor-supply by the disutility of labor and wage. And both have no relationship
with item preference in our model. The fish preference shock is similar to the shock of preference of common item.
There are extreme differences in the labor supply, as shown in Figure 2. With increase in labor supply, the
production of fish and non-fish all get to grow although the growth of fish production is relatively small. The
answer may be due to the small share labor in fish sector. But labor and investment will increase in the fish sector
but decrease in the non-fish sector. This can be explained by the fact that in the fish sector labor can have a high
share of 0.35 and 0.25 in the non-fish sector.
4. Conclusion
This paper develops a three sector DSGE model, and shows that the fish sector’s growth contributes to the fish
preference and non-fish preference and cannot have effects on the fish industry. However, the non-fish preference
has a significant influence in the non-fish sector, with much more change range. As the labor supply grows, the
production of the two sectors also shows the periodical vibration, but the range of non-fish sector is consistently
fiercer. Without doubt, labor in fish sector should be increased for higher labor share. But the increase in the
investment of fish sector is a surprising outcome. It may be as a result of the byproduct of the changed working
force.
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